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Archives and Artificial Intelligence 
Call for archivists, records management professionals and data scientist to 
participate in a thematic residency 

 

The Society of Catalan Archivists and Records Managers (AAC), in collaboration with the 
Ramon Llull Institute and InterPARES Project, opens a call for 20 researchers focused on 
"Archives and Artificial Intelligence" to stay at the Faberllull Olot (Catalonia). 

The call offers a working and exchange space for projects in this field that are currently being 
developed or planed (individual or collective), prioritizing those that belong to a working 
group or have international participation. 

At the end of the residency there will be a sharing of the projects developed, focusing on the 
problems and solutions. It will be open to students and professionals in the sector. 

 

Who can apply? 
- Researchers of InterPARES Trust AI project. 
- PhD (pre-doc, post-doc) or master's students with a related research. 
- Researchers and professionals who work on Artificial Intelligence, Archives, and Records 

Management. 

 

How to submit the application? 
Send an email to internacional@arxivers.com with in the subject 'Candidature IA&Archives' 
and the following information: 

- Contact details (name, surname and contact address). 
- Place of residence. 
- Curriculum vitae (maximum 2 pages). 
- Professional presentation letter (written in third person for the website, maximum 100 

words - example). 
- Letter of motivation to participate in the residency. 
- Brief description of the project to be developed (maximum 2 pages). In the case of 

collective projects, the project coordinator only needs to attach the description and the 
rest of the members just indicate which research they are participating in. 

 

 

 

What is offered? 
- 5-night stay at the Faberllull residence in Olot with accommodation and half board from 

April 24 to 28, 2023.  

https://interparestrustai.org/
https://faberllull.cat/en/olot.cfm
mailto:internacional@arxivers.com
https://faberllull.cat/en/resident.cfm?id=42541&url=monica-wang.htm
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- Meeting with other researchers and professionals in the sector. 

 

What does the candidacy entail? 
- Availability during the days of the residency. 
- Availability to participate in other activities that could be organized around the residence 

and that will be communicated beforehand. 
- Participation in the final presentation of projects and other exchanges with professionals 

and researchers. 
- Grant Image rights during the stay.1  

 

Deadlines and selection 
- Applications can be submitted until January 7, 2023. 
- Applications will be evaluated based on the quality of the project. The result will be made 

public on January 10, 2023 (the organization reserves the right to extend this deadline in 
the event of a large number of applications). 

 

More info: 
- Where is Olot? Olot is a city located in the North of Catalonia known for its natural 

landscape, including four volcanoes scattered around the city center and in the middle of 
the Natural Park of la Garrotxa. Olot is well known for its cultural activity, with historical art 
movements like Pictorial School of Olot, factories of religious imagery and, currently, the 
Design and Arts & Crafts School of Girona. 

- Conditions of the residence: General information, Travel Information, Remarks, Medical 
Insurance, Rules and regulations in the brochure 

- Touristic information: discover the city and surroundings by this website. 

                                                           

1  You grant to Faberllull network, its representatives and employees the right to take photographs 
and videos of you during the stay and may use such photographs and video recordings with or 
without your name and for any purpose, including for example such purposes as publicity, 
illustration, advertising, and web content. With your stay, you’re authorizing FaberLlull to include 
the photos on web, internal documentation and Faberllull Social Media Channels. Also, if we 
organize a press conference, media can take photos and videos of you. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Olot,+Girona/@42.1826127,2.4490441,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x12bacadf6bbc6837:0x9f69041cffd33b7b!8m2!3d42.1822078!4d2.4880242
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_image
https://faberllull.cat/packs/WelcomePackFaberllullOlot2022.pdf
https://www.turismeolot.com/en/

